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T

here has never been a period in
our planetary history in which
opportunity has loomed so large or
when so much spiritual light and force
could be contacted and utilized by
humanity. Discipleship In The New Age II

particular planning with which we are
dealing, is from now until the year
2025 A.D. Externalization of the Hierarchy P.
561,2

Since the industrial revolution of 18th and
19th centuries, the natural evolutionary
P.162
trend toward ephemeralization (that is to
Our Planet is entering the final decade of
do “more and more with less and less
the 100 year Living Plan initiated at the
until eventually you can do everything
Hierarchical Conclave of 1925. The Plan
with nothing." R. Buckminster Fuller, Nine
Chains to the Moon, pp. 252–59) has
which is based on the “prevision” and
accelerated
at
an
foreknowledge of various
alignments of the Cosmic
unimaginable
rate.—The
“nothing” to which Fuller was
spheres and the release of
There is not one
the
Shamballa
Energy
referring is simply a word
area of human
that was used uncountable
directly into Humanity in
life on the dense
1945, 1975, and 2000, is
centuries ago to identify the
physical that has
invisible force we know as
modified and “updated” as
not been
needed.
energy, or no-thing.—In the
subjected to the
just passed 100 years this
Given
the
unexpected
application of
acceleration of development
rapidity of the expansion of
technological
has occurred in all areas of
our consciousness, we are
modifications
human endeavor and, if
informed that “Today, human
and changes.
anything, is still accelerating.
beings as a whole are so
In the case of most
loudly invocative that the
individuals who are 60 or so and are
entire trend of the life of the Hierarchy
somewhat conscious, this acceleration—
and Its plans to date have been subjected
given their tendency of a form focused
to change, to postponement as far as
reality—will be most apparent in the
certain interior and purely hierarchical
startling advances made in "technology".
determinations are concerned, and to a
hastening of certain plans which were
slated (if I may use such a word) to take
place several centuries later than this but
which—owing to the unexpected
preparedness of humanity—can take
place, not prematurely really, but
securely and in the fullness of time;
this fullness of time, as regards the

There is not one area of human life on the
dense physical that has not been
subjected
to
the
application
of
technological modifications and changes.
Many of these applications concern the
use of technology in areas such as,
medicine, transportation, architecture,
"information at our fingertips".
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Perhaps the most dramatic and amazing
move Humanity, literally, off the dense
developments in this area are the
physical plane of the planet.
technological advances that have actually
So, it is the huge developments in the
moved us off of the dense physical plane
expansion of human consciousness, and
and into the ethers: communication over
the rapidity with which they have been,
physical dense wires to wireless internet,
and are continuing to be occurring in
from “hard copies” of books to digital or eaccordance with the 1925 Hierarchical
books from “cash” to “credit cards” and
Conclave’s Plan that have me amazed. It
now to cell phone charging, from paper
is not the “technology” that is advancing
photos to digital photography, and then
human Life. It is these expansions of
there
are
the
almost
countless
consciousness
which
applications of computer
enable humans to see
technology to just about
It is the expansion of and understand the
anything, 3D printers for
of
a
consciousness
that reality
example.
multidimensional cosmos

will

eventually move

"Science
fiction
will
Humanity, literally, off that are the true drivers
become science fact this
the dense physical of ephemeralization or
year (2016) when you
evolution.
plane of the planet.
take
virtual-reality
Much if not most of the
vacations
and
your
applications
of
the
dishwasher reorders its
ongoing explosion of technology are
own soap. Are you ready for a drone that
primarily the products of the will of
follows you around like paparazzi?
separative, personal, form focused
Advanced sensors and imaging in
consciousness’s, personalities who use
dedicated headsets promise immersive
our considerably huge intelligence to
experiences that will make you feel like
produce things that they desire for their
you're in a teleporter." Dow Jones News
own self satisfaction, or as a product that
Wires 12/29/15
they can market to make money, and/or
The Expansion of Consciousness
to enhance the personal power of either
Amazing as the technological advances
the individual or the collective, be that a
that are restructuring our lives on the
family, a business or a nation. Even those
dense physical are, it is the global
things that have a very valuable utilitarian
advances
or
expansions
of
function are seen primarily as a
consciousness rather than the techy stuff,
commodity to sell. This of course includes
that amaze me. Doing more and more
the huge so called “Defense” or weapons
with less and less is precisely what we
market whose only utilitarian value is to
get when we act as the One Humanity
kill people or animals.
rather than a bunch of self absorbed
In a very real sense, the continued use of
isolated “individuals”. It is the expansion
intelligence to generate technology to
of consciousness that will eventually
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satisfy separative desires will lead
humanity into a dead end, literally a “dead
end”.

leaving few if any footprints, among the
flowers.
The Plan is not something that will
happen. It is happening right now and has
been happening all along. The Plan or the
Future exists in consciousness. It is an
issue of manifesting it or “bringing it in” on
the dense physical.

It is only the expansion of consciousness
which has revealed to a larger and larger
sector of humanity the Truth of the
synthetic, multidimensional cosmos and
refuted the non-sense that “all men are
mortal”.
The Truth is that all
forms, from galaxies
to ants are mortal.
That is, they are the
temporary results of
the thought-generated
out picturing of the
forms of the Great
Unfolding. Thus they
are
“mortal”
or
transitory. However,
the Will that creates
them “out of Nothing”
or with energy is
infinite!

This kind of vision will be sneered at and
castigated
as
“idealism”
by
the
materialistic and form
The Plan is not something
focused yet among us.
that will happen. It is
But for those who
happening right now and
have gained some
has been happening all
freedom
from
the
along! The Plan or the
prison of form, it is
Future exists in
simply
common
consciousness. It is an
sense. It is what we
issue of manifesting it or
can see when we look
“bringing it in” on the
out from the Mountain
dense physical.
Top of Capricorn.
A planet which fosters
Life, Beauty, and Joy,
and which is cared for by Human Beings
is not a dream. It is our destiny. And by
the way, it is unavoidable so we may as
well get with the program. That’s why we
turn from the Capricoranian Light
Supernal and get to work. What did you
think the word for Aquarius, “Water of life
am I, poured forth for thirsty men.”
Meant? The symbol for Aquarius, , is
not a water wave; it is a frequency wave!
Bringing the “water of Life”, or Light into
manifestation is our joyful task for this
final decade of the 1925/2025 Plan.

It is quite obvious that if it were not for
these expansions of consciousness and
the revelations of such Truths, the
intelligence that allowed us to understand
and create the technology to build atomic
bombs would have already destroyed us.
The Fourth, or Human Kingdom is meant
to be the Husband or Steward of the
planet, not the owners/pillagers, and
user/destroyers. As our own dense
physical vehicles become more and more
refined we will undoubtedly choose to live
more in our etheric or true bodies than in
our vehicles. Imagine a planet that we
treat like a garden. We walk lightly,
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Tom Carney
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